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The Roman calendar was the calendar used by the Roman kingdom and republic.It is often inclusive of the
Julian calendar established by the reforms of the dictator Julius Caesar and emperor Augustus in the late 1st
century BC and sometimes inclusive of any system dated by inclusive counting towards months' kalends,
nones, and ides in the Roman manner. It is usually exclusive of the Alexandrian ...
Roman calendar - Wikipedia
This is a list of the Pre-Roman people of the Iberian peninsula (the Roman Hispania, i. e., modern Portugal,
Spain and Andorra).Some closely fit the concept of a people, ethnic group or tribe.Others are confederations
or even unions of tribes.
List of the Pre-Roman peoples of the Iberian Peninsula
From A.D. 30 to A.D. 311, a period in which 54 emperors ruled the Empire, only about a dozen took the
trouble to harass Christians. Furthermore, not until Decius (249â€“251) did any deliberately ...
Persecution in the Early Church: A Ga...... | Christian
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